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Freshfel rallies
fresh produce
sector
Body calls for fresh fruit and vegetable
sector to take the stage as a leading
industry in Europe�s climate neutral transition
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fresh fruit and vegetable sector over the
next five years and into 2030, and as
Europe transitions to a climate neutral
planet, Freshfel Europe has called on the
fresh produce sector to take the stage as a
leading industry in Europe’s ecological
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the fresh produce sector for decades to
With the European Commission’s unveiling
of the new European Green Deal in late
2019 new opportunities are beginning to
emerge as Europe leads the transition to a

come. Now is the time to act and seize this
opportunity to be a leader in meeting
environmental and consumer demands
now and into the future."

climate neutral planet.
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the sector to embrace this challenge and

experiencing an unprecedented period of
change that is challenging mindsets and
business models.
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build on this new momentum for fresh
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Freshfel Europe reiterated that message at

"From the new EC's priority for Europe to
new digital

enhanced digital trading and alternative

and

increased

digitalisation, in all areas of business change

its Annual Trade Meeting in Berlin on the
eve of Fruit Logistica.
Freshfel Europe general delegate Philippe
Binard buoyed leading sector stakeholders
saying: “We must not overlook EU-level
discussions on Europe’s future direction.
The fresh produce sector is already a low

is imminent," the European fresh produce
association noted. "In the midst
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